Introduction
============

PubMed ([www.pubmed.gov](http://www.pubmed.gov)) is a search engine developed and maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information at NLM. PubMed works on MEDLINE^®^, a collection of over 27 million biomedical bibliographic records as of 2017, and has witnessed a steady growth of scholarly information over the last decades. PubMed processes on average 3 million queries a day and is recognized as a primary tool for scholars in the biomedical field ([@bay052-B1]). Given the significance of PubMed, improving the understanding of user queries offers tremendous opportunities for providing better search results.

For general web search engines, the problem of query understanding spans a whole spectrum of studies ranging from identifying high-level query intent (informational, navigational or transactional) ([@bay052-B4]), to identifying finer-grained query information, such as person, age, movie, travel, job domains ([@bay052-B9]), to understanding query semantics ([@bay052-B10]). Many queries asked on the web target structured or semi-structured web data, such as commercial products, movies etc. Mapping the unstructured language of these queries into a structured representation has been studied extensively and shown to improve retrieval results ([@bay052-B13]). Other approaches used in query understanding include statistical machine learning ([@bay052-B7]), deep learning ([@bay052-B9], [@bay052-B12]), mapping to Wikipedia semantic space ([@bay052-B10], [@bay052-B11]), relying on query logs ([@bay052-B11], [@bay052-B16]) and click information ([@bay052-B17]).

Despite the extensive research into general web search, there has been less published research on usage patterns for online biomedical information resources. It is, however, known that there are important differences between the two ([@bay052-B18]). In the biomedical domain there are a few studies aimed at understanding how health information is being searched for and the information needs of domain users such as clinicians, medical researchers or patients ([@bay052-B18], [@bay052-B19], [@bay052-B22]). The two most comprehensive biomedical query log analyses are the study of 1 day of PubMed queries ([@bay052-B19]) and the study of 1 month of PubMed queries ([@bay052-B18]). Both analyze statistical properties of query logs such as query length, user sessions, size of the result set and attempt to characterize queries in terms of semantics and the intent. The work described in ([@bay052-B18]) manually annotates a random set of 10 000 queries from PubMed logs by mapping the segments of queries to sixteen predefined categories of semantic types. The study in ([@bay052-B19]) attempts to perform semantic analysis of queries by mapping them to the MeSH controlled vocabulary.

One major aspect of queries examined by both the general and biomedical search domains is query intent. As defined by Broder ([@bay052-B5]), general web queries can be characterized as informational, navigational or transactional (usually not observed in scholarly searches). Extending this definition to PubMed, informational queries, also known as topical searches, such as *colon cancer*, or *familial Mediterranean fever*, are intended to satisfy information needs on a particular topic. Navigational queries, also known as known-item queries ([@bay052-B26]), such as *Katanaev AND Cell 2005, 120(1): 111--22,* are intended to retrieve a specific publication. In PubMed, navigational queries can be composed of citation elements including author name, title, volume, issue, page and/or date, or are complete citations. Only a small percentage of PubMed queries include explicit fields assigned by a user and are trivial to understand. The vast majority of queries have no field assignments, although the latent structure information is assumed. For these queries, the burden of mapping query segments into fields is shifted to the search system.

The reason why predicting query intent is important is that it frequently drives the behavior of a search engine ([@bay052-B27]). Informational queries focus on access to free text, which tends to retrieve many documents and a sorting function is crucial for displaying the results. In contrast, navigational queries require syntactic parsers and access to structured citation data, and represent an intent of a user to find a specific document or a website. This distinction is particularly important for searching scholarly citation databases, such as PubMed, where navigational queries constitute a significantly larger portion of all queries, compared with a general search domain. As we demonstrate in this study, navigational queries account for just about half of all searches, while in general search domain they are reported to account for 10% of the queries ([@bay052-B6]).

Although health-related queries and health information retrieval have drawn attention toward developing new tools and techniques specific for this domain ([@bay052-B28]), to our knowledge, there are no applications that can infer the intent of PubMed queries algorithmically. Two recent studies consider predicting the intent of academic queries ([@bay052-B29], [@bay052-B30]). The study ([@bay052-B29]) reports that in academic search engines navigational queries constitute 7.6% of queries, however, the computation relies on explicit cues, such as ISBN number, DOI or other citation related tags to classify queries. Given that only a small percentage of PubMed queries include explicit fields assigned by a user, more sensitive methods are needed for classifying query intent. The study ([@bay052-B30]) presents a binary classification approach for predicting the intent of scholarly queries, where authors report an F1 score of 0.677 on a set of 579 manually annotated scholarly queries using their best method (Gradient Boosted Trees). They use features such as number of tokens in a query, the ratio of query terms identified as author names, whether the query has punctuation or not, etc. to drive the training. To address the problem of predicting the intent of biomedical queries, we developed Field Sensor, a web-scale tool that assigns a field to each token or sequence of tokens in a query, by computing a mapping between a query segment and a field, along with the likelihood of that mapping. For example, given the query *sleep apnea, cushing* it identifies that *sleep apnea* is a text, and *cushing* is an author name, and predicts the mapping *sleep apnea \[text\], cushing \[author\]*. Based on the field assignments the query intent is inferred as follows: the query is considered informational if it consists of *text* fields only, otherwise we call it navigational.

The Field Sensor is a probabilistic field prediction mechanism equipped with two rule-based preprocessing modules. The system starts with the syntactic query chunking module, which splits the query based on logical operators and parentheses. Segments of a query tagged by a user are also identified at this stage and remain unchanged. It is followed by the rule-based query tagging module designed to recognize citation elements of a query originating from volume, issue, page and date fields by considering patterns between numbers and punctuation. And finally, the third module is the probabilistic field prediction module, which given a query segment predicts the field of the segment. The model is based on a Bayesian approach that infers the mapping between a query segment and a field in PubMed based on collection statistics. Our probabilistic field prediction module is related to the probabilistic retrieval model for semi-structured data (PRMS) ([@bay052-B13]) in the way the mappings between the query words and fields are computed. However, the PRMS is a unigram bag-of-words model, while our model takes into consideration term dependencies and attempts to predict fields for query segments of up to five tokens.

The query term to field mapping predicted by the Field Sensor can be used in multiple different ways. An important functionality of our method is classifying a query as informational or navigational. The Field Sensor has been deployed in PubMed since June 2017 to identify informational queries, for which search results sorted by relevance are suggested to users as an alternative to the default reverse time order ([@bay052-B31]). An additional application could be to the mixed queries that contain both informational and navigational components. Identifying these fields can leverage the search process by applying different search strategies to informational and navigational components of a query. Furthermore, the Field Sensor is indispensable in query log studies. It allows us to study how biomedical information is being searched for. For queries that do not retrieve any documents, the tool may help us better understand what fields are more likely to be the cause. And finally, since the underlying Field Sensor model is computed based on Medline data, it can be used for any other specialized biomedical citation database, such as bioRxiv (<http://biorxiv.org/>) or can be retrained for application to other academic search engines.

Materials and methods
=====================

In this section, we describe our model behind the Field Sensor, a tool for inferring a field for each token or sequence of tokens in a query. Articles in PubMed are entered into the database in a uniform structured way as: article abstract, article title, author name(s), journal title, volume, issue, page and date. These are the fields we are interested in mapping to. We will label the segments of query that map to the eight fields as *text*, *title*, *author*, *journal*, *volume*, *issue*, *date* and *page*, respectively. Note that *text* field corresponds to vocabulary found in abstracts. While the articles contain additional database fields, e.g. affiliation, we find the outlined eight fields to be the most relevant for our work.

[Figure 1](#bay052-F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the overall query processing and field prediction flow in terms of the three core modules: syntactic query chunking, rule-based citation tagging and probabilistic field prediction. Throughout the section, we refer to the example query *Katanaev AND Cell 2005, 120(1): 111*--*22* to illustrate the functionality of each module by demonstrating how segments of a query are being interpreted at each stage.

![The Field Sensor query processing pipeline. The system consists of three core modules: syntactic query chunking, rule-based citation tagging and probabilistic field prediction. Next to each module we illustrate how query segments are being interpreted by each of these three modules.](bay052f1){#bay052-F1}

Syntactic query chunking
------------------------

The first step in the process of query understanding is to find segments of a query connected by logical operators (AND, OR), parentheses and brackets. Parentheses and brackets establish the order of operation, but for now we process a query in a linear fashion. Segments of a query tagged by a user are also identified at this stage and remain unchanged. [Figure 1](#bay052-F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the query input and output when syntactic chunking is applied in the red box. In this example, the query is partitioned into two segments separated by logical AND. A total of 12.66% of the queries benefit from this module.

Rule-based citation tagging
---------------------------

The rule-base citation tagger is designed to detect citation elements of a query by interpreting punctuation and numerals that are indicative of citation information such as volume, issue, page and date. This is a rule-based approach, which is equipped with a wealth of patterns used for identifying these citation elements. For example, the module: recognizes that *page, pp, p* are page indicators, *v* or *vol* are volume indicators;interprets patterns indicating the page range, such as 1860--73;identifies patterns indicating volume and issue information, e.g. 83(2) or 351: 18.

The blue box in [Figure 1](#bay052-F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates query output when the citation tagger is applied. A total of 8.8% of queries benefit from this module, and these are queries containing citation information. Most of the queries modified by this module are different from queries that are affected by the first, syntactic query chunking module suggesting that syntactic query chunking mainly targets informational queries, i.e. sequences of text elements linked by logical operators. Of all queries that are modified by either the syntactic query chunking or the rule-based citation tagging, only ∼2% are modified by both, indicating that these processes are complementary.

Our rule-based citation tagger processes a text string in three steps. In the first step, the algorithm looks for matching parentheses, square brackets or quotes. If matching parentheses are found, the string between the parentheses is labeled *parenthetical*. Likewise, the string between the square brackets is labeled *Tag*, and the string preceding the *Tag* is labeled *Tagged*. The string contained between matching quotes is labeled *Quoted* and is intended to not be split down by this module.

Step two consists of assigning more definite labels to tokens that represent citation information. For this purpose, the tokens are considered in order of occurrence and are tested against a known set of terms that are abbreviations for months (e.g. *Jan*, *Dec*), page number indicators (e.g. *p*, *pp*) and volume number indicators (e.g. *v*, *vol*). When such tokens are recognized and occur in an appropriate context we label them *Month*, *PageIndicator* or *VolumeIndicator*. If the token is not recognized as one of these, we examine the individual characters. If the first character is a digit or the second character is a digit and the token contains a hyphen, the label is changed to *Numeric*. Otherwise we test for string being alphabetic and pass it on for processing by the next module.

Step three again examines the tags in the order the tokens occur. If a token is found labeled *PageIndicator* this indicates the following token must have the label *Page*. Likewise, the label *VolumeIndicator* must be followed by a *Volume* label. The label *Numeric* receives special treatment. If the corresponding token is an integer between 1900 and current year the label is changed to *Year*. If the token contains a '*--*', e.g. *111*--*22*, it is labeled *Page*. If the *Numeric* labeled token represents an integer in the range 1*--*31 and follows a token with the label *Month*, the *Numeric* label is changed to *Day*. An integer inside parentheses is considered further. If it is in the range 1900--current year it is labeled *Year*. Otherwise, if it is preceded by a *Numeric* label, it is tested to match one of the volume and issue patterns, e.g. *83(2)*, and is assigned an *Issue* label. Finally, an attempt is made to label *Numeric* tokens that appear next to tokens not labeled *Numeric* as *Volume* or *Issue* if these labels are not already taken. Furthermore, if both labels are assigned they must appear adjacent and in the order *Volume* followed by *Issue*. Not all details are included here, but the foregoing provide the major features.

Probabilistic field prediction
------------------------------

Queries containing no parsing information or field indicators constitute 78.54% of all queries. The probabilistic field prediction module predicts query fields by establishing relationships between query tokens and fields in the PubMed database. Our method assumes that a query has an implicit mapping of each query term or sequence of terms into one of the eight fields, and that the distribution of words in the fields of the database provide the basis for the inference process.

After being processed with the first two modules, the probabilistic field prediction is applied to the segments of query where no other parsing information is available. The fields that we consider for the calculation are article abstract, article title, author name, journal title, volume, issue, page and date. We assume that a query *Q* is composed of *m* terms *Q* = (*t*~1,~..., *t~m~*) and we want to predict the probability that a term *t* in a query should be interpreted as originating from a field *F~i~* in a PubMed record.

We begin with an application of Bayes' theorem $$P\left( F_{i} \middle| t \right) = \frac{P\left( t \middle| F_{i} \right)P\left( F_{i} \right)}{P\left( t \right)}.$$

To obtain an estimate of the left side we estimate each factor on the right side. The factor $P\left( t \middle| F_{i} \right)$ is the probability of observing term *t* in the field *F~i~* of a PubMed record. We compute $P\left( t \middle| F_{i} \right)$ for each one of the eight fields using a language model ([@bay052-B32]) as follows: $$P\left( t \middle| F_{i} \right) = \frac{freq\left( t \in F_{i} \right)}{freq\left( F_{i} \right)}.$$

The factor $P\left( F_{i} \right)$ is a prior probability of the field being the source of terms. We obtain the estimates for $P\left( F_{i} \right)$ from the set of 10 000 manually annotated PubMed queries discussed in the next section. Under the assumption that this list of fields is exhaustive and mutually exclusive, a given interpretation of a query will only assign one field to each term. This allows us to compute $P\left( t \right) = {\sum_{i = 1}^{8}{p\left( t \middle| F_{i} \right)p\left( F_{i} \right)}}$. We can then apply ([@bay052-B1]) to predict the most likely assignment of fields to the terms in a query.

A language model generally computes a probability distribution over sequences of words. Given a sequence of length *m* it assigns a probability $P\left( {t_{1},~\ldots,~t_{m}} \right)$ to the whole sequence. The unigram model assumes the independence of terms and computes the probability as $P_{uni}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = P\left( t_{1} \right)P\left( t_{2} \right)$. The unigram language model is frequently used in speech recognition, machine translation and POS tagging. A useful extension of a unigram model is a bigram model, which assumes that the probability of observing term $t_{2}$ is dependent on the preceding term, and computes the probability of bigram $t_{1}~t_{2}$ as $P_{2 - gram}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = P\left( t_{1} \right)P\left( t_{2} \middle| t_{1} \right).$

First, we compute the probabilities based on a unigram language model, then we extend the analysis to sequences of word pairs. We use a bigram language model to compute a probability of a term pair $P_{2 - gram}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = P\left( t_{1} \right)P\left( t_{2} \middle| t_{1} \right)$ and compare its value with$~P_{uni}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) = P\left( t_{1} \right)P\left( t_{2} \right)$. For every field where a pair of tokens is found, if $P_{2 - gram}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right) > P_{uni}\left( {t_{1},t_{2}} \right)$ for that field, we join two term$s~t_{1}~and~t_{2}~$into a phrase $t_{1}~t_{2}~$and the highest probability field is predicted for the pair. When two terms are joined into a phrase $t_{1}~t_{2},$ the process iteratively continues to check succeeding pairs $t_{2}~t_{3},~t_{3}~t_{4},~{~and~t}_{4}~t_{5}~$and extends the predicted query segment, until it can no longer be extended or has reached five tokens in length (operational decision). For every segment length, the field with the highest probability is recorded. In our language models we do not use smoothing, because we restrict our approach to finding terms that actually appear in the database from which the models are derived. Then we compute a path through a query, somewhat similar to a decoding stage in a Viterbi algorithm ([@bay052-B33]). Starting with the first token, we use a greedy method by iteratively moving the pointer to the end of the longest predicted segment. Although this does not yield optimal segmentation boundaries, it provides a reasonable approximation.

In [Figure 2](#bay052-F2){ref-type="fig"}, we work out an example to demonstrate how the probabilities are computed for a sample query *intraoperative endoscopy*. The prediction based on the unigram language model assigns the highest probability field to single tokens and results in predicting *endoscopy* as a journal name. However, as we apply the bigram language model and compute the probability of *intraoperative endoscopy*, we correctly predict the phrase *intraoperative endoscopy* as a *text* field. In this example, *text* turns out to be the only field where that bigram is found.

![Example of probabilistic field assignments using unigram and bigram language models.](bay052f2){#bay052-F2}

Given the correlation between words in article abstracts and article titles, the disambiguation of whether a user intends to perform a keyword search or an article title query can be crucial to returning the appropriate search results. After the standard field prediction, the Field Sensor includes an additional check to verify that a query segment is a full title or is a significant portion of a title. We use the *title* field designation to match a full title or a significant portion of a title in a query. The *text* field designation is for the text word query segments representing the subject of interest, occurring either in a title or an abstract. A strong correlation is also present between journal titles and text terms, particularly for short journal names such as *cancer*, *blood* and *circulation*. Many journal names match frequent terms and present a problem. In addition, the language model-based probability calculation may favor the field with smaller vocabulary size, and *journal* field is an example of such. When a term can be interpreted both as a text term and a journal name, the model is more likely to predict it as a journal name. We post process the initial field predictions for a single token predicted as *journal* to check if the query contains additional citation information such as volume, issue, date or page and/or author name. Otherwise, if a likelihood of a *journal* field prediction is below 0.8, we tag the term as *text*.

Database indexing, data preparation and implementation
------------------------------------------------------

An essential component of the Field Sensor is the database indexing step. PubMed data is pre-processed separately for each one of the eight fields of interest. In each field, we collect single term probabilities for every term, as well as joint and conditional probabilities for pairs of terms. These values are stored separately for each field in a readily accessible format to facilitate quick access to the values. One important detail in this process is tokenization, which defines the rules for handling spaces and nonalpha-numeric characters when splitting a text into tokens. It is crucial for the database tokenization to be consistent with the query tokenization for optimal retrieval of database entries.

The Field Sensor is implemented in C++ as a general tool for understanding the composition of health and biomedical queries. The current implementation has an average throughput of ∼800 queries per second on a single thread, which meets the maximal search traffic of PubMed. The Field Sensor has been integrated and deployed in PubMed to distinguish informational queries from navigational. The PubMed usage details are highlighted in ([@bay052-B31]).

Evaluation data
===============

Gold standard of 10K manually annotated PubMed queries
------------------------------------------------------

We use the publicly available dataset of 10K manually annotated queries described in ([@bay052-B18]). That study conducted semantic analysis of queries, where query contents were labeled with 1 of the 16 semantic categories: *Body part, Cell component, Tissue, Chemical/drug, Device, Disorder, Gene/protein, Living being, Research procedure, Medical procedure, Biological process, Title, Author name, Journal name, Citation* and *Abbreviation*. Seven annotators with expertise in various areas of biomedicine and/or information science were recruited to annotate the query set.

To use this manually annotated data for the Field Sensor evaluation, we slightly modify the category definitions to fit our setup. The four semantic classes of *Title, Author name, Journal name* and *Citation* are used as defined. The remaining twelve categories are conflated into one class *text*, as we do not intend to distinguish between these categories and identify them as textual elements. Note that the *Citation* category includes volume, issue, page and date, which are all annotated as *Citation*. Hence for this set we evaluate how well we distinguish the four citation elements from the remaining categories, but do not measure the performance for each class separately. [Figure 3](#bay052-F3){ref-type="fig"} presents the composition of the 10K set in terms of the fields. As we mentioned in the section 'Methods', the composition of the 10K set is also used to estimate the factor $P\left( F_{i} \right)$ representing a prior probability of the field in ([@bay052-B1]). We obtain the estimates for $P\left( F_{i} \right)$ from this set for the five fields: *Text*, *Title, Author name, Journal name, Citation*; and since the *Citation* category includes volume, issue, page and date, we uniformly distribute the probability of the *Citation* category between these four fields.

![Distribution of fields computed for the 10K queries annotated with five fields: Keyword, Author, Citation, Journal Name and Title.](bay052f3){#bay052-F3}

Silver standard of 103K machine annotated PubMed queries
--------------------------------------------------------

A reliable way of automatically creating a high quality annotated query set is by establishing a unique mapping between a query and a document. Here we describe a collection of 103K machine annotated queries. The set is obtained automatically and has not undergone manual annotation, and for that reason we refer to it as a Silver Standard. Using this automated process enables us to reliably annotate an arbitrarily large number of queries.

In constructing this set, we consider how the tokens of a query can be mapped to the fields of a PubMed record. In this mapping, we employ the following fields of the PubMed article: title, author names, journal title, volume, issue, page and date. Abstracts are not considered. As we compute a mapping, we evaluate what fraction of the query has found a match to information in the PubMed document and compute a score to reflect the level of match. Based on the score, we compute a probability of the answer being correct. A probabilistic analysis on a large number of queries has been performed and a scoring function has been calibrated based on the analysis. Details of this method are currently being summarized in a separate work. However, we do have a resulting high quality annotated dataset that can be used to evaluate the Field Sensor.

This matching approach was developed to provide a more effective solution to single citation queries. Single citation queries are those navigational queries that can be mapped to a unique PubMed article. Single citation queries are usually long queries and contain a full title and/or some combination of journal name, author, and volume, issue, page and date. Note that a *text* field is not represented in this dataset. A textual segment of a query is allowed to match part of a title, however, a matching between a query segment and an abstract is not available in this analysis. The reason is 2-fold. The first reason is efficiency---matching over abstracts with this algorithm is significantly more time consuming than matching over titles. Second, users seldom employ terms not present in the title in constructing a single citation query.

For this evaluation, we processed ∼3 million queries collected from a single day on 12 October 2016 and reduced it to a set of 102 971 queries that map to a unique PubMed document with a very high probability. We will refer to the set as the 103K Silver set. On manual review of 500 randomly selected queries from this set, we found the query parses to be 99% accurate.

Experiments and results
=======================

We evaluate the performance of the Field Sensor on the gold standard of 10K queries and the silver standard of 103K queries. The two test sets exhibit complementary properties. The 10K set does not distinguish between the four citation elements of *volume*, *issue*, *page* and *date*, which are all conflated into a single *citation* field. The 103K set, on the other hand, is enriched in citation annotations for each of these four, which allows us to evaluate the performance of the Field Sensor on these fields. Compared with the 10K set, the 103K set is also enriched in the *title* field. This is explained by the fact that these are the fields that help establish a unique mapping between a query and a PubMed article. Another aspect of the 103K dataset is that *text* annotations are not present because the abstract field was not included for matching.

Results and analysis on the 10K set
-----------------------------------

The Gold standard set of 10K queries, contains 9490 annotated queries and 510 queries for which there was no reasonable annotation found (these queries are removed from consideration). We will refer to the set as 10K_GS. The 9490 annotated queries contain 29 426 tokens. Some segments of gold standard queries are not annotated, which reduces the number of annotated tokens to 25 195.

To evaluate the performance of the Field Sensor we applied it to the 10K set. The analysis of the Field Sensor is reported on a query level (on 9490 queries) and token level (based on 25 195 annotated tokens). We refer to the set of predicted annotations as 10K_FS and compare them to the manual annotations 10K_GS. For a query level analysis, a sequence of fields predicted is correct if it matches the gold standard annotation. Otherwise, if at least one of the fields does not match the gold standard annotation, the prediction is considered incorrect. With a token-level analysis, the predicted field is compared with the gold standard field on a token basis. Of 9490 the Field Sensor correctly annotated 8798 queries, which constitutes 93.28% overall accuracy of the tool. [Table 1](#bay052-T1){ref-type="table"} presents Precision, Recall and *F*-measure for the five fields computed on a token and a query level. Table 1.Token-based and query-based analysis of the Field SensorToken-based comparisonQuery-based comparison*PRFPRF***Author**0.9800.9670.9740.9690.9690.969**Text**0.9320.9570.9440.9570.9800.968**Citation**0.9530.9180.9350.9640.9350.949**Journal**0.8820.9260.9040.7960.8910.841**Title**0.8820.7890.8330.7670.7410.753[^2]

### Misspellings

When computing the field predictions for the 10K set, we observed that 431 queries contained tokens not found in PubMed. Most of these non-found terms are misspellings such as '*surgical mask in operation theater*' or '*growthcartilage*'. The PubMed search is equipped with the autocorrect feature that would potentially be of help in these misspelled cases, but the spell checker is outside the scope of this study.

We analyzed the distribution of fields of the misspelled words by comparing them to the manually assigned tags in the 10K_GS. The analysis shows that in 60% of the cases, a misspelling is a text element, in 33% it is an author name, in 4% it is a title token. Journal name and citation misspellings each constitute 1.3%. Based on these statistics the Field Sensor labels the misspelled tokens as *text*. The recall/precision and *F*-measure figures presented in [Table 1](#bay052-T1){ref-type="table"} are computed based on that assumption.

Of 9490 queries, 692 contain at least one incorrectly annotated token, and the subsequent section presents a detailed analysis of the errors observed. The analysis revealed that 187 of the 692 queries (27%) contained a misspelling, i.e. a token not found in PubMed. The prediction of the Field Sensor on the misspelled token does not in any way demonstrate the performance of the tool. What is more, the presence of misspelled tokens hinders the evaluation of the Field Sensor. For example, when an author's last name is misspelled, it results in author initials following the last name not being linked to the last name. Or a misspelled title token results in the full title not being recognized. For error analysis, we do not consider the 187 queries that contain misspelled tokens, and closely examine the remaining 505 queries where an error has occurred for a reason other than misspelling.

### Detailed error analysis on 10K set

We identify four sources of error that contribute the majority of differences detected on the 505 queries. The most differences are between text words and author names (32.26%), followed by text words and article titles (24.71%), text words and journal names (24.15%) and text words and citations (13.2%). These four classes cover ∼95% of the errors and for them we provide a detailed error analysis. The remaining cases are quite minor and affect only thirty queries.

### Distinguishing between text words and author names

These types of differences occur in author names that are also frequently used common English words. For example, *sweet* is most frequently interpreted as *text*, but when searched for in PubMed as a last name *sweet\[author\]* retrieves 3923 PubMed documents. Such errors are also observed in eponymously named diseases, such as *Alzheimer's disease* where the last name is used within the disease name. In the 10K set, for 110 queries a text words is predicted as an author name, and in 61 queries an author name is predicted as text. Examples of queries in this category are presented in [Figure 4](#bay052-F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Distinguishing between Text Words and Author names.](bay052f4){#bay052-F4}

### Distinguishing text words and titles

Given the correlation between words in article abstracts and titles, the disambiguation of whether a user intends to perform a keyword search or an article title query can be crucial to returning the anticipated search results. The number of instances where a text is predicted as title is 66 queries. The number of instances where a title is predicted as text is 65 queries.

For some queries, it may not be completely clear whether a user is searching with keywords or article title. For example, a PubMed search with a query '*schizophrenia and multiple sclerosis*' returns 518 articles when interpreted as a keyword query and exactly 1 result \[PMID: 3059470\] when interpreted as a title. Moreover, examining the differences between the Field Sensor results and manual annotations we observed that annotators were not always consistent in distinguishing between the text and title fields. Examples of queries in this category are presented in [Figure 5](#bay052-F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![Distinguishing between Text Words and Titles.](bay052f5){#bay052-F5}

### Distinguishing text words and a journal name

A strong correlation is also present between journal titles and text words, particularly for single token journal names such as *cancer, diabetes, circulation, blood, drugs* etc. Many journal names match frequent text words and present a challenge. The number of queries where a text word is predicted as a journal title/part of a journal title is 86 queries, and the number of queries where a journal title is predicted as text is 37.

### Distinguishing text words and citation information

The number of instances where a text word is predicted as citation is 24, and the number of instances where a citation element is predicted as a text word is 46. This error can occur on numbers that are legitimately part of the text, but are interpreted as a citation element. For example, in a *QUERY = KLN 47* we predict *47* to be a citation element. Another source of differences in this group are queries containing terms like *review*, where the term is interpreted as citation information in the 10K_GS, while we interpret it as text. Another example in this group is a *QUERY= textbook of pediatrics and Nelson*. We interpret textbook as a text element, while in 10K_GS it is interpreted as citation information.

Results and analysis on the 103K set
------------------------------------

The 103K Silver Standard dataset contains 102 971 queries and the total number of annotated terms in the set is 828 078. [Figure 6](#bay052-F6){ref-type="fig"} presents the distribution of fields in this dataset. These navigational queries are heavily enriched in article titles which appear in whole or in part in over 91% of queries. Author names are present in 25.5% of queries, followed by date in 10.23% of queries and journal name in 9.17% of queries. Even in citation queries, volume, issue and page are still quite minor.

![Distribution of fields computed for the 103K queries annotated with seven citation fields: Title, Author name, Date, Page, Volume, Issue and Journal Name.](bay052f6){#bay052-F6}

Of the 102 971 queries, the Field Sensor completely agrees with the Silver standard annotations on 93 716 queries, which constitutes 91.01% overall accuracy of the tool. In terms of tokens, for 98.23% of tokens (813 404) we agree with the Silver Standard annotation, and disagree on the remaining 1.77%.

We further compute the Precision, Recall and *F*-score on the token and query level for each one of the seven fields. The token level computation evaluates the fraction of correctly identified tokens within a field. The query level computation evaluates the fraction of queries with all field spans correctly identified. [Table 2](#bay052-T2){ref-type="table"} presents the Precision. Recall and *F*-measure for the seven fields computed at the token and query level. Table 2.Token-based and query-based analysis of the Field Sensor on the 103K setToken-based comparisonQuery-based comparison*PRFPRF***Title**0.9900.9930.9910.9860.9870.986**Author**0.9720.9400.9560.9870.9420.964**Date**0.9100.9550.9320.9780.9550.967**Page**0.9690.8980.9320.9800.9020.939**Volume**0.9280.8380.8810.9470.8410.891**Issue**0.9830.6860.8080.9940.6850.811**Journal**0.7420.7250.7330.8210.6370.717[^3]

For the three most frequent fields in the 103K dataset (Title, Author names and Date) the performance of the Field Sensor is quite outstanding. Currently our efforts are directed toward improving the journal name recognition, however, since journal names appear in 9.19% of queries in this citation-rich set, the overall impact of this field is modest.

The utility of the field sensor: predicting query intent and query composition
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PubMed logs record user interactions with PubMed such as search, retrieval and click through information. In this section, we demonstrate the application of the Field Sensor on the PubMed query logs. We predict query intent, examine the composition and lengths of PubMed queries, and distill the citation information search patterns as examples of the Field Sensor usage. The analysis is performed on a random day of PubMed queries logged in the system on Wednesday 12 October 2016 which contains 3 054 498 anonymized queries.

Using the Field Sensor, we can predict the query intent with high accuracy and web-scale speed (processing about 800 queries per second on a single thread). The web-scale processing makes it feasible to apply the Field Sensor to an arbitrarily large set of queries and classify them as information or navigational based on the Field Sensor predictions. Applied to 1 day of queries, we predict 47.68% of queries to be informational and 52.31% navigational. For reference, the accuracy achieved on the 10K dataset is 95.24% on this binary classification task, where 53.08% of queries are predicted to be informational and 46.91% navigational. The gold standard split is 53.69% informational and 46.31% navigational. Note that the performance of our method on the binary classification task is higher than that on the task of predicting all eight fields.

The ability to distinguish informational and navigational queries allows us to better understand how users query PubMed. For example, we have observed a noticeable growth in query size compared with the average query size of 3.54 and median length of 3 reported in earlier studies from 2009 ([@bay052-B18], [@bay052-B19]). Based on the 12 October 2016 data, an average number of tokens per query is 5.18 and the median is 3. For computing these averages, we tokenized queries by defining the tokens as space separated sequences of characters, and excluded from the analysis noisy queries containing more than 100 tokens. To understand the reasons behind the growth in length we compute the average query length at six points in time. These points represent 1 day of PubMed logs collected on the same date of 20 January for six consecutive years 2012--17. As depicted in [Figure 7](#bay052-F7){ref-type="fig"}, we observe that informational queries remain on average at about the same size, however, the length and proportion of navigational queries follows a growing trend. The average size of navigational queries has increased from 5.3 in 2012 to 7.0 in 2017. Compared with the 10K set, the proportion of navigational queries has also increased. This may reflect that search systems are becoming better at parsing long queries and users are becoming comfortable copy-pasting article title or the whole citation.

![The average query length computed over query logs collected on 20 January for six consecutive years ranging from 2012 to 2017.](bay052f7){#bay052-F7}

The availability of predicted field data allows us to better understand the complexity of the information-seeking process of users searching for citation information. We analyze query fields to uncover what are the most frequent ways of accessing citation information. The analysis of fields is conducted on the navigational queries from 12 October 2016. To obtain the patterns, we group sequences of tokens from the same field into one entity. For example, queries consisting of two authors author1, author2 will be counted as an author query. [Figure 8](#bay052-F8){ref-type="fig"} presents the 13 most frequent patterns that account for \>80% of the navigational queries. About 28% of navigational queries are author name queries. These are queries consisting of one or more author names. The next largest category are title queries that account for ∼24% of all navigational queries, and together with author queries comprise more than half of all navigational queries. Other popular search patterns are author name followed by text and text followed by author name. These two categories together comprise ∼12.5% of navigational queries. Queries consisting of PMIDs only also prove to be a popular way for accessing an article, and contribute 4.5% to navigational searches. The abundance of long title queries, with the average length of a title query being 11.57 tokens, explains the length of navigational queries. [Figure 8](#bay052-F8){ref-type="fig"} presents the distribution of query sizes in each of the categories outlined.

![The 13 most frequent patterns for accessing citation information in PubMed that account for \>80% of the navigational queries. Percentage of queries in each pattern are reflected in the Bar chart against the primary *Y* axis, and the average length of queries within that pattern are reflected with the scatter plot measured against the secondary *Y* axis.](bay052f8){#bay052-F8}

Conclusions and discussion
==========================

We here present the Field Sensor, a novel probabilistic tool for computing query composition and predicting query intent. The tool labels each segment of a query with a PubMed record field (text, title, author, journal, volume, issue, page and date). We evaluate the tool on a manually annotated dataset of 10K queries as well as a machine annotated dataset of 103K queries and demonstrate its superior performance. The software achieves a production-grade speed for PubMed.

The essential functionality of the Field Sensor is to infer the query intent. As a part of the PubMed search system, it is used to detect informational queries and refer a user to relevance ranked search results. Applied to a random day of PubMed queries, the Field Sensor predicts 48% to be informational and 52% navigational. To our knowledge, the Field Sensor is the first web scale tool for inferring intent and computing the composition of biomedical queries. In addition, field predictions allow us to study on a large scale how biomedical information is being searched for in PubMed. The underlying Field Sensor model is trained on Medline data, and the Field Sensor can be adapted to queries in another domain by being retrained on the corresponding domain data.

In the future, we plan to study an alternative method for computing the probabilities. In the current setting, the probabilistic field prediction is based on a language model, where the likelihood of a term in a field is computed as the frequency of the term in the field divided by the size of the field over the whole database as measured by term numbers. Another plausible approach to probability computation is to compute the likelihood of a term as a ratio of the number of documents where that term appears and the size of the PubMed collection (∼27 million documents). We believe this may neutralize some of the problems we are observing with journal names, but could introduce other errors. In the future, we also plan to pay closer attention to the misspelled tokens. They present a source of errors, not only because the misspelled token is not accurately labeled, but also because it hinders the analysis of the remainder of a query. While treating misspellings as *text* was reasonable, the first logical step to improve processing of those queries would be spelling correction. We are planning to incorporate a spell-checker in the next generation of the Field Sensor.
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